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Galerist presents works that expands 

contemporary art’s definition and perception and 

creates interest, :mentalKLĐNĐK, formed by 

Yasemin Baydar and Birol Demir’s latest 

production, which takes various art forms such as 

sculptures, videos, sound and light, is ready to be 

shared with the public. The artistic duo’s first 

exhibition at Galerist ‘rABBIThOLE’, will be 

displayed between October 22 to November 21 at 

Galerist / Galatasaray. 

 
“Movements of things are creating new forms in unordinary areas, around the ignored components of the designed and at 

the limits of the world we know. Their impossible perfection and unintended defects are, in fact, the negations of space, form 

and object.  

 
We deliberately avoid the contact into which their seducements drifted us. Therefore, we are wandering on the limits of 

familiar space. Nowhere opens up to a corridor and everywhere is a gateway. The jam out of this conflict determines the 

atmosphere of the space. A confrontation with it is both a potential for emancipation, and a disaster.  

 
We find the volumes subtracted from the real world as augmented in the exhibition space. These illusionary images, directly 

or indirectly, have meant different things at where they belonged. Now on their own, when their raisons d’être and qualities 

are brought to their natural ends, and their emergent conflicting unities are temporarily frozen, they pose a question to us 

only worthwhile here and now.  

 
While we, as refugees in the waiting room of History, bear witness to the shattering and fragmentation of all the overlapping 

subterranean continents, we still have time to reflect upon how the reflections of this fragmental reality are related. Maybe, 

we should ask this question: Is it possible to ever have a consistent language of tense objects, emergent of the encounters of 

uncertainties?”  

 
About the Artist; 

After independantly getting some experience in the art field,  Yasemin Baydar and Birol Demir founded :mentalKLĐNĐK in 1998. In 2000,  

the :mentalKLĐNĐK duo formed by Yasemin Bayar (*1972, Đstanbul) and Birol Demir (*1967, Ankara) opened a gallery in Đstanbul, Nişantaşı 

to present to the public their theoretical and artistic perspective. :mentalKLĐNĐK, produces in various forms that varies from painting to 

software, representing the 21. century, and its components, as an element to their label. :mentalKLĐNĐK brings the viewer face to face with 

unknown places, hesitant areas, and frozen moments. :mentalKLĐNĐK confines between present and future and builds an increased and 

defined shelter for virtual reality and the real world. 

 
Visual: True Blue (Left), One screen Video / Chromo / Mute, 30’’, 2009  

For further details and visual material please contact; Doris Benhalegua Karako / dorisbenhalegua@galerist.com.tr / 0212 2448230 


